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Sekigahara was the most decisive battle in Japanese history. Fought against the ritualised and
colourful backdrop of Samurai life, it was the culmination of a long-standing power struggle
between Tokugawa Ieyasu and Hashiba Hideyoshi, two of the most powerful men in Japan.
Armies of the two sides met on the plain of Sekigahara on 21 October 1600, in thick fog and
deep mud. By the end of the day 40,000 heads had been taken and Ieyasu was master of Japan.
Within three years the Emperor would grant him the title he sought – Shogun. This title describes
the campaign leading up to this great battle and examines Sekigahara, including the forces and
personalities of the two major sides and that of the turncoat Kobayakawa Hideaki.

From the PublisherHighly visual guides to history's greatest conflicts, detailing the command
strategies, tactics, and experiences of the opposing forces throughout each campaign, and
concluding with a guide to the battlefields today. --This text refers to the paperback edition.About
the AuthorAnthony Bryant is a historian specialising in medieval Japanese history. He graduated
from Florida State University in 1983 with a degree in Japanese Area studies. He lived for some
time in Tokyo and is a member of the Japan Armour and Weapons Research and Preservation
Society. He has published numerous articles on the subject of Japanese arms and is the author
of two books on the Samurai, in the Osprey Elite series. --This text refers to the paperback
edition.
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Campaign • 40Sekigahara 1600The final struggle for powerAnthony J BryantSeries editor Lee
Johnson • Consultant editor David G Chandler

CONTENTSORIGINS OF THE CAMPAIGNTHE COMMANDERSThe Eastern Army • The
Western Army • The TurncoatsOPPOSING ARMIESStructure and Organisation • Arms and
ArmourOPPOSING PLANSTHE SEKIGAHARA CAMPAIGNTHE SIEGESThe Siege with Empty
Cannon • Ueda Castle • Otsu CastleChoosing the field • The Skirmish in AkasakaTHE
BATTLEBefore Dawn • The Opening Attacks • The Morning Wears OnHideaki’s Defection • The
End of the BattleTHE AFTERMATHRetribution • To the Victor the SpoilsTHE CAMPAIGN IN
RETROSPECTTHE BATTLEFIELD TODAYCHRONOLOGYA GUIDE TO FURTHER
READINGToyotomi Hideyoshi (1536-1598), the great unifier, built an empire the stability of
which he could not guarantee for his five-year-old heir. His death in 1598 left the nation under
the control of two five-man councils that were unable – or unwilling – to cooperate to see the late
unifier’s wishes come true. Several of his foster sons would participate in the battle at
Sekigahara, and one – Kobayakawa Hideaki – would betray his cause. (Nakamura Park, Nagoya)

THE ORIGINS OF THE CAMPAIGNToyotomi Hideyoshi was dead. The great unifier had been
able to do what few before him had done. He had taken a nation embroiled in intrigues and civil
war, and one by one brought all the warring clans under his control.Hideyoshi had begun his
grand conquest by picking up the pieces of the hegemony of his own slain lord, Oda Nobunaga,
claiming guardianship of the latter’s young son, and starting to make alliances and expand his
influence. His actions alienated many of Nobunaga’s old vassals, and Hideyoshi was forced to
make war on his erstwhile comrades; those who would not freely ally with him and acknowledge
him as their lord felt the wrath of his army.Even Tokugawa Ieyasu, one of the most powerful
feudal lords in Japan, finally joined Hideyoshi’s banner. Though Ieyasu might eventually have
defeated Hideyoshi, he decided the more certain path was alliance – and patience.Despite all
the attempts of fawning contemporary biographers, who tried to tie him to the ancient Fujiwara
clan, Hideyoshi had been born of peasant stock, and there was no way he could claim the title of
shôgun. He had to settle for the office of kanpaku, a civil prime minister, but was, nevertheless,
the undisputed master of Japan, and his word could be backed up with an army, just as any
shôgun’s would.By the 1590s the ageing hegemon wanted an heir to succeed him, so in 1592
he transferred the position of kanpaku to his adopted son, Hidetsugu, and took for himself the
title taikô (used by retired kanpaku), by which he is commonly known.Japan was at peace for the
first time in decades, and Hideyoshi – like Arthur in a too-successful Camelot – saw and felt the
stirrings of his underlings for some military glory. His allies and vassals were battle-hardened
veterans, and they had the egos and ambitions in keeping with their experiences.Hideyoshi
decided to launch a campaign to conquer China, with the intermediate goal of gaining control of
Korea. As ambitious as the project was, it was met with considerable enthusiasm from most of
his vassal lords. In 1592 a flotilla sailed to Korea with 130,000 samurai. The Japanese met with



several initial successes, but when a Chinese army poured across the border to help the fleeing
Korean king, the situation changed. Hideyoshi sent another 60,000 men to support their
positions, and the stalemate began.Oda Nobunaga (1534-1582) was long since dead, but it was
his efforts at establishing unity that had set the stage for Hideyoshi to come to power. With
Hideyoshi dead, a power vacuum had to be filled. This statue, on the grounds of Kiyosu Castle,
shows the warlord in a full suit of densely laced armour. His assassin, Akechi Mitsuhide, was the
father of Christian convert Hosokawa Gracia, the wife of Hosokawa Tadaoki, one of Ieyasu’s
most loyal general-retainers.When a son, Hideyori, was born to the taikô in his fifty-seventh year
(in 1593), relations soured with the kanpaku Hidetsugu – three years later, the deposed
Hidetsugu was invited to commit seppuku, ritual disembowelment, for some perceived plot
against his adoptive father and former sponsor.)The problems at home distracted Hideyoshi
from the Korean campaign, and he sent an embassy to China to discuss terms for peace. The
embassy finally returned in 1596 with an unacceptable reply from the Chinese emperor.
Hideyoshi was angered at this refusal, and even more upset that the Chinese emperor was
willing merely to invest him with the title of ‘King of Japan’, which would make him, in essence, a
vassal of the Chinese emperor (to say nothing of making him guilty of an act of lèse majesté
against the reigning Japanese emperor, from whom Hideyoshi held his position).The next year
Hideyoshi responded by sending 100,000 more men to Korea under the command of his wife’s
nephew (another adopted son), Kobayakawa Hideaki, who was all of 15 years of age. Plagued
by conflicting egos within and disease without, the expedition was doomed to failure.In May
1598 Hideyoshi fell ill. Fearing for his son’s safety (and anxious to protect his inheritance), the
taikô called together his most powerful and wealthy vassals: Tokugawa Ieyasu, Maeda Toshiie,
Uesugi Kagekatsu, Môri Terutomo and Ukita Hideie. None of them was worth less than a million
koku a year. (One koku, a unit of measure representing approximately 180 litres of rice, was how
wealth was measured in feudal Japan: it was the amount of rice believed necessary to keep a
man alive for a year.) Hideyoshi made them swear to support the five-year-old Hideyori in his
position, and to treat the boy as if he were Hideyoshi himself. To Maeda Toshiie and Tokugawa
Ieyasu the taikô entrusted the care and raising of his son, though Toshiie would be the actual
physical guardian. The lords agreed, and thus became the five tairô, a council of regents.These
regents were to work side by side with the five commissioners (bugyô) Hideyoshi had earlier
appointed to oversee government of the capitol. Together they were to run the country in
Hideyori’s name until he came of age.The taikô also ordered that the armies be recalled from
Korea. This split his vassals into two camps, one camp thought victory could be taken, and didn’t
want to return, while the other was more than willing to quit the campaign. When those favouring
withdrawal began to do so, the others had no choice but to follow, since their positions quickly
became untenable.This served to create enemies among the bugyô, for many would remember
the withdrawal forced on them, and their resultant loss of face.Then, on 15 September, 1598,
Hideyoshi died.In order to better protect his own interests, Ieyasu installed himself in Fushimi
Castle, the late Hideyoshi’s personal fortress, and was viewed by the other members of the



council as a potential usurper. However true this accusation may have been, Hideyori, at the age
of five, was scarcely in a position to govern. Maeda Toshiie, in residence in Ôsaka Castle with
Hideyori, grew concerned.Hideyoshi’s helmet is one of the most recognisable in all Japanese
history. The large rays emanating from the back are supposed to represent the sun. (Katô
Kiyomasa/Toyotomi Hideyoshi Museum)The tairô were bound by certain rules, one of them
being that no marriages of their children were to be contracted for political reasons. In point of
fact, it was simply impossible for a daimyô to marry off a son or daughter in that day and age
without some political effect. Ieyasu, in particular, married several children to the sons and
daughters of powerful men to seal alliances.Ishida Mitsunari, one of the five bugyô and an
inveterate schemer, had been moving behind the scenes to somehow lessen Ieyasu’s influence
or depose him altogether. He went to Ôsaka Castle to talk to the ageing and ailing Toshiie about
Ieyasu, but Hosokawa Tadaoki, a friend of both Ieyasu and the Maeda clan, stepped in on the
sly. Privately, Hosokawa pointed out to Maeda Toshinaga that his father, Toshiie, and Ieyasu
were the two most powerful men of their age. Should Mitsunari succeed in somehow eliminating
Ieyasu, that would leave as power broker only the ailing Toshiie, who was not long for this world;
and Toshinaga, who was young, would have a great deal of trouble staying alive with people like
Mitsunari around. It was simply in his interests to keep Ieyasu around. Toshinaga readily saw
Tadaoki’s point, and hurried to convince his father not to oppose Ieyasu.One of the most severe
of the ‘conventional’ helmet shapes was the akoda-nari. These helmets were common in the last
half of the 16th century. (Yoroi no Kôzan-dô)This didn’t stop the other regents from trying to call
for Ieyasu’s resignation, but he ignored them. His refusal to even discuss matters with them
further strained relations, but there was nothing they could do short of declaring war, and there
was as yet no need for such a drastic step. Besides, no one had sufficient power to stand up to
the might of the Tokugawa, and there was yet no single figure who could lead a coalition against
him.The only option Mitsunari saw left to him was to have Ieyasu assassinated, but his plot
failed, and when Ieyasu’s generals heard about it, several of them (Katô Kiyomasa, Ikeda
Terumasa, Asano Yukinaga, Katô Yoshiaki, Hosokawa Tadaoki and Kuroda Nagamasa) decided
to eliminate Mitsunari instead. To escape their wrath, Mitsunari was forced to flee Ôsaka Castle
at night dressed as a woman and riding in a lady’s palanquin. His choice of destination was both
baffling and unexpected, Fushimi Castle, and Ieyasu.
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MMM, “Good book. The map on page 39 (titled Ieyasu's movements, July-October 1600) is in
error. Otsu Castle and Sawayama Castle placement on the map should be switched, as Otsu
Castle was located at the southern tip of Lake Biwa, and Sawayama Castle occupied the top of
Mount Sawa near present day Hikone. Other than that it's a good description of one of the most
important battles in Japan's medieval history.”

Brian K. Miller, “Concise, complete, and accurate. If you are looking for a concise yet complete
account of the military operations at Sekigahara then this is the book you're looking for. It is as
easy to read and as thorough as any professionally prepared guide to tactics and strategy that I
have ever encountered. It reminds of the manuals I used to study when I was in the Army: short,
clear, and complete, with no wasted verbage or unnecessary diagrams.”

Michael Nguyen, “Academic Use Only. I used this book for my FSEM Asian History in the
Cinema course. I would say it's a good source to have since there are not many sources about
Sekigahara.  This is not a book to read for fun, it's strictly for academic purposes.”

Roy, “Excellent Book!. I enjoyed this book a lot. I really did not know much of this period in
Japanese history and felt that the book gave a good review of what was going on.”

HI Gerry, “Best book the battle of Sekigahara. I enjoyed the historic details of the events leading
up to the battle. The movement of the troops was informative and illustrated very well. The out
come was also well written. I wish there were more book like this.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Good, brief book. Easy read that covers the meat of the events leading up
to and during battle of Sekigahara. Provides insightful vignettes that add depth to the overall
narative.”

Robert Scicluna, “Very nice illustrations and maps to detail the whole scenario. Interesting book
detailing the events leading up to and the battle of Sekigahara. Very nice illustrations and maps
to detail the whole scenario.However it brushes over some details, but worth checking out!”

Shirley S, “Fascinating explanation, illustration in chronological order. History is like a mirror. We
read real stories of great successes and failures in history, we want to learn from the past so that
we can repeat successes and avoid the mistakes. We too want to learn about the culture and
achievements of people in the past. When we take closer look of the lifestyles our forefathers
lived in an environment very different from ours today, we will better understand and appreciate
them especially the things they have left behind.”



Robert G. Ross, “Sekigahara. A most enlightening piece detailing the historical and military
detail of this battle including the implication which faced Japan in its struggle to reform. A must
read for all historians of all things Japanese.”

Galland5, “Sekigahara 1600: the final struggle for power...... E' cambiato l' autore dei resoconti di
storia del Giappone, ma il fascino che ne esce é sempre fortemente magnetico! Impega un
tempo lunghissimo per presentare tutti i dati che portano a capire i motivi che hanno portato le
due fazioni alla battaglia che, ritengo, sia una delle maggiori della storia giapponese. Tra le altre
cose, avendo io letto diverse storie tra cui quella della vita di Miyamoto Musashi (il libro dei
cinque anelli), devo ricordare che questa battaglia fu combattuta proprio da lui.Ritengo poter
dire che é un libro per soli addetti ai lavori!”

oribie, “Excellent ! Sans équivalent à ma connaissance.. J'ai toujours été étonné qu'on ne puisse
pas trouver une description un tant soit peu précise de la bataille de Sekigahara en français ou
en anglais (j'entends par là un ouvrage réservé à cet effet). Anthony Bryant l'a fait et c'est réussi.
Bonnes explications et bonnes illustrations agrémentent le livre. Je me dis qu'il a dû couper
l'herbe sous le pied de Stephen Tunrbull. Quoi qu'il en soit, je recommande ce livre.”

ERIC GARDET, “Trés bonne référence !. Reservé aux anglophone mais un ouvrage clair et
documenté. Quelques connaissance préalables sont préférables pour apprécier la qualité du
travail.”

The book by Ursula Dubosarsky has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 56 people have provided feedback.
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